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SUMMARY

A key function of the nucleus accumbens is to pro-
mote vigorous reward seeking, but the correspond-
ing neural mechanism has not been identified
despite many years of research. Here, we study
cued flexible approach behavior, a form of reward
seeking that strongly depends on the accumbens,
and we describe a robust, single-cell neural correlate
of behavioral vigor in the excitatory response of
accumbens neurons to reward-predictive cues.
Well before locomotion begins, this cue-evoked
excitation predicts both the movement initiation
latency and the speed of subsequent flexible
approach responses, but not those of stereotyped,
inflexible responses. Moreover, the excitation simul-
taneously signals the subject’s proximity to the
approach target, a signal that appears to mediate
greater response vigor on trials that begin with the
subject closer to the target. These results demon-
strate a neural mechanism for response invigoration
whereby accumbens neuronal encoding of reward
availability and target proximity together drive the
onset and speed of reward-seeking locomotion.

INTRODUCTION

Reward-predictive stimuli can trigger avid reward seeking in

both humans and animals. Current theories suggest that the

nucleus accumbens (NAc) is crucial for this invigoration effect

(Cardinal et al., 2002; Salamone et al., 2007), based on studies

implicating NAc dopamine receptors in exertion of operant effort

(Salamone et al., 2007) and locomotor approach elicited by

reward-associated cues (Nicola, 2007, 2010). However, other

studies question whether the NAc plays a general role in all forms

of response invigoration. For instance, in reaction time tasks, the

speed and latency to execute reward-motivated action provide

an explicit measure of response invigoration by reward-predic-

tive stimuli. In such tasks, disruptive manipulations of the NAc

only minimally alter the ability of cues to increase vigor (Amalric

and Koob, 1987; Brown andBowman, 1995; Giertler et al., 2004).
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Nevertheless, in other behavioral contexts such as a cued lever

approach task, blockade of NAc dopamine receptors increases

the latency to reach an operandum by increasing the latency to

initiate locomotion (Nicola, 2010).

Thedramatic differencebetween the results of these twoseries

of experiments may be due to a specific requirement for the NAc

in the performance of what we have termed ‘‘flexible approach’’

behavior: locomotor approach in which the subject must deter-

mine a novel path to reach a target (such as a lever). In particular,

flexible approach is requiredwhen animalsmust navigate toward

a target from different starting locations (Nicola, 2010), as occurs

in many cue-responding tasks where rodents are free to explore

in the intervals between unpredictable cue presentations (Nicola,

2007). In contrast, ‘‘inflexible approach’’ tasks that do not require

a new locomotor sequence on each approach occasion (for

instance, tasks in which both start and end locations are the

same across trials) are relatively insensitive to manipulations of

the NAc (Amalric and Koob, 1987; Nicola, 2007, 2010). The

distinction between flexible and inflexible approach behavior

can account for many otherwise contradictory findings regarding

the role of the NAc in reward seeking (Nicola, 2007, 2010). Impor-

tantly, flexible approach refers only to the ability to flexibly

determine approach actions; a role for the NAc in other forms

of behavioral flexibility, such as the ability to choose among

different options based on expected value, is neither implied

nor challenged by the flexible approach hypothesis.

If the NAc indeed has a specific role in promoting flexible

approach in response to reward-predictive cues, then the cue-

evoked firing of NAc neurons should encode the onset latency,

speed, or other features of approach behavior. However, no

study has directly tested this hypothesis. Previous studies using

cued flexible approach tasks (Ambroggi et al., 2008, 2011; Day

et al., 2006; Nicola et al., 2004) did not measure the approach

response in sufficient detail to determine howNAc neuronal firing

is related to it—or even to determine whether cue-evoked firing

precedes (rather than accompanies) approach, a critical require-

ment for the firing to influence movement onset. Other studies

showing that cue-evoked firing can encode movements (Ito

and Doya, 2009; Kim et al., 2009; Roesch et al., 2009; Taha

et al., 2007) used behavioral tasks with inflexible approach

responses in which movement origin and destination(s) were

consistent across trials—the precise behavioral conditions that

are least likely to require the NAc (Nicola, 2010). Thus, one

of the fundamental and long-recognized functions of the
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Figure 1. Behavioral Task and Performance Measures

(A) An illustration of the behavioral task.

(B) A rat in the behavioral chamber. A camera and software tracked the location of LEDs mounted on the recording headstage (30 frames/s).

(C) The rat’s movement in the chamber during a single trial. The reward receptacle and active lever are at the top. The arrowheads show the location and

orientation of the rat’s head in the 2 s before DS onset (gray) and the 2 s after (black). Dots in (C) and (D) show the location at DS onset (green), at locomotor onset

(blue), and when the rat reached its maximum speed (red).

(D) The top part of the graph shows the rat’s speed before (gray line) and after (black line) DS onset for the trial depicted in (C). The dark blue line shows the

locomotor index, a spatially and temporally smoothed measurement of speed with units of centimeters per second. Locomotor onset was detected when the

locomotor index exceeded the threshold value, indicated by the shaded region. See also Figure S1. The bottom part of the graph shows the spiking of a single

neuron recorded on this trial.

(E and F) Behavioral performance. In each plot, the thick line indicates the median and the box indicates the interquartile range measured over 81 sessions in ten

rats. All comparisons between NS and DS are significantly different (corrected p < 0.0001).
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Cue and Proximity Encoding in Nucleus Accumbens
NAc—the invigoration of reward seeking by reward-predictive

cues—remains poorly understood.

In this study, we demonstrate how the cue-evoked firing of

NAc neurons relates to movements triggered by the cue using

a task deliberately designed to elicit flexible approach. These

approach movements are by definition highly variable because

the animal’s starting point with respect to the movement target

differs on virtually every trial. Thus, we measured many features

of these flexible approach movements and determined which

were represented by cue-evoked firing. We found that cue-

evoked firing simultaneously encoded movement latency and

speed, suggesting that these excitations activate reward-

seeking flexible approach behavior, and also encoded the prox-

imity to the movement target, suggesting that they promote

more vigorous responding when a goal is near.

RESULTS

Behavioral Performance
Freely moving rats were presented with two distinct auditory

tones. The discriminative stimulus (DS) tone indicated that a

rat could retrieve a liquid sucrose reward by pressing a desig-

nated ‘‘active’’ lever and then entering a reward receptacle.

The neutral stimulus (NS) had no programmed consequence.

Presses on a nearby ‘‘inactive’’ lever had no programmed conse-
quence (Figures 1A and 1B). Cues were presented randomly at

highly variable intervals so that animals could not predict the

time of the next DS presentation.

A video-tracking system provided detailed information about

head position and orientation and about locomotor onset, speed,

and direction (Figures 1B–1D). Locomotor onset in each trial was

detected by calculating a smoothed representation of speed

called the ‘‘locomotor index’’ (Drai et al., 2000; Nicola, 2010)

and thendeterminingwhen this index exceededa threshold value

(Figure 1D and Figure S1 available online). Average locomotion

speed and most other variables (Table S1) were calculated

between the time of locomotion onset and the lever press or

receptacle entry (if one occurred before the lever press).

The rats responded to almost all DS cues and few NS cues

(median of 100/103 DS cues and 15/107 NS cues per session;

Figure 1E). When rats did respond to the NS, their locomotor

onset latency was longer and the average locomotion speed

was slower than for the DS (Figure 1F).

Cue-Evoked Firing in NAc Neurons Encodes Cue
Identity, Predicts Response Likelihood, and Precedes
Locomotion Onset
This study focuses on NAc neurons excited by DS onset. We

recorded 126 neurons in 69 sessions in nine of the ten rats; 58

of these significantly increased their firing following the onset
Neuron 78, 910–922, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 911
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Figure 2. Neurons Excited by DS Cue Onset Encode the Value of the Cue

(A) The firing of a single cue-excited NAc neuron in response to the DS (top raster, red line) and the NS (bottom raster, black line). The vertical line at t = 0 indicates

the time of DS or NS onset. Spikes are indicated by black ticks, and locomotor onset times for each trial are indicated by blue dots. The raster trials were chosen

randomly among those trials with locomotor onset longer than 100 ms. The DS trial indicated by the gray arrow is the same trial shown in Figures 1C and 1D.

(B) The average and SEM (shaded areas) of firing rates on DS and NS trials for 58 cue-excited neurons. The gray arrowheads indicate the 50–500 ms postcue

window used for the majority of the analyses in this paper.

(C) The firing 50–500 ms after DS and NS onset in cue-excited neurons. Black lines show individual neuron responses of 56 of 58 neurons (truncated in 1 neuron),

and the bars indicate the average of all 58 neurons. Two additional cue-excited neurons with post-DS firing rates >40 Hz are not shown.

(D) The black line shows average cue-evoked firing on DS trials in 58 cue-excited neurons, and the colored lines show the cumulative percentage of locomotor

onsets and lever presses (blue and red lines, respectively). This graphs uses a subset of trials with a minimum of 200 ms between the task events.

(E) The same data as in (D) aligned to the onset of locomotion in each trial; the black line shows average firing and the green and red lines show cumulative cue

onset and lever press events, respectively.

See also Figure S2.
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of the reward-predictive DS, with a typical onset time of 90 ms,

consistent with our previous observations (Ambroggi et al.,

2008, 2011). In these neurons, DS-evoked firing was on average

twice as great as NS-evoked firing measured 50–500 ms after

cue onset (Figures 2A–2C). (Two additional neurons showed

significant firing after the NS but not after the DS, and these

were not analyzed.) The difference in DS- and NS-evoked firing

was not due to differences in ongoing locomotor behavior during

cue excitation because firing also differed in trials in which the

locomotor onset latency was >500 ms; average post-DS firing

was 16.1 ± 1.7 spikes/s and post-NS firing was 8.3 ± 1.2

spikes/s (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon test). Consistent with this observa-

tion, the onset and peak of the DS-evoked excitation preceded

locomotor onset in the vast majority of trials (Figures 2D and S2).

To determine whether post-DS firing was time locked to cue

onset or to the onset of locomotion, we focused on a subset of

correct DS trials with >200 ms separation between cue onset,

locomotion, and lever press (median of 21 trials selected per

neuron; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Aligned

to cue onset, the greatest change in average firing rate was

immediately after the cue (Figure 2D). In contrast, these same

data show little change in firing rate at the time of locomotion

onset (Figure 2E) or in relation to lever press or receptacle entry

(Figure S2).

Consistent with previous reports (Nicola et al., 2004), DS-

evoked firing was greater on trials in which an operant response
912 Neuron 78, 910–922, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
was made (16.8 ± 1.8 spikes/s) compared to when it was absent

(12.5 ± 1.7 spikes/s; p < 0.001, Wilcoxon test; n = 54 neurons

recorded in sessions with at least one missed DS trial). Thus,

because cue-evoked firing consistently preceded locomotor

onset and was greater when a reward-seeking response was

subsequently made, cue-evoked excitation could influence the

initiation or maintenance of cued reward-seeking behavior.

Cue-Excited Neurons Encode Response Vigor
and Lever Proximity but Not Response Direction
Comprehensive Regression Model

We next determined the relationship between cue-evoked firing

and the subsequent reward-seeking movement using a general-

ized linear model (GLM). We analyzed only the DS trials in which

a lever press response was made so that the cue value and the

ultimate outcome were identical in every trial.

First, we determined which aspects of locomotor behavior to

test for a relationship with neural activity. Because the locomo-

tor responses in this task can begin at any point in the behav-

ioral chamber, these movements can be described by many

different variables. To select an appropriate set of loco-

motor features, we first calculated a large and redundant set

of locomotor variables for each trial (Table S1). We then used

principal components analysis and factor analysis (PCA/FA)

to identify a small number of underlying factors that accounted

for the majority (74.2%) of cross-trial variability among all of
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Figure 3. Cue-Evoked Firing Was Correlated with Reward-Seeking

Locomotor Behavior and with Lever Proximity at Cue Onset

(A and B) Each bar shows the average and SEM (error bars) of regression

estimates in 53 of 58 cue-excited neurons, obtained from a GLM relating cue-

evoked firing to locomotor variables (regressors 1–8 in A) and precue variables

(9–16 in B). The legend indicates the regressor corresponding to each bar.

Dark bars and bold text indicate significant regressors. Small numbers indicate

the corrected p value of a Wilcoxon test for significant difference from zero.

See also Figure S3.
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the locomotor variables (Table S2; Supplemental Experimental

Procedures).

Based on the PCA/FA results, we selected a subset of eight

representative locomotor variables (Figure 3A) that described

initiation latency, average speed, path length, turn direction,

the variability in velocity, and the overall efficiency of the move-

ment. To account for the influence of events and behavior that

take place prior to cue onset, we also calculated a set of eight

precue variables (Figure 3B; Table S1). These collectively

describe the rat’s motor state at the moment of cue onset: for

instance, its position, orientation, and approach/retreat velocity

with respect to the lever. They also describe events during the

intertrial interval (ITI), such as the time elapsed since the previ-

ous reward delivery. Thus, a total of 16 variables were selected

as regressors for the GLM; although some correlation was

present among these variables (Figure S3), the degree of multi-

collinearity was well within accepted thresholds for jointly esti-

mated linear model regressors (see Experimental Procedures;

Figure S3).

For each neuron, we fit a GLM to DS-evoked firing (50–500 ms

postcue) using as regressors the 16 variables described above.

The resulting 16 regression estimates (b values) were then scaled

to be comparable across neurons and across different regres-

sors, and so are expressed as the estimated percentage change

in firing rate given a change from the 10th to 90th percentile of

each regressor (see Experimental Procedures). Figure 3 shows

the averages of these scaled regression estimates across the

53 cue-excited neurons for which sufficient data were available

to fit the model.
Four locomotor regressors showed a consistent relationship

with cue-evoked firing (Figure 3A). For the regressor describing

the latency to reach maximum speed (regressor 1), the average

estimates were significantly negative, indicating more firing on

trials with shorter latency. For averagemovement speed (regres-

sor 2), the estimates were significantly positive, indicating more

firing on trials where the average speed was fast. There was a

modest negative effect for regressor 3 (Figure 3A), a variable

related to the overall path length (Table S2). Because starting

proximity to the lever was included as a regressor in the model

(regressor 9), this effect suggests greater firing for shorter move-

ment paths regardless of the initial distance between the rat and

the lever at cue onset.

The fourth significantly encoded locomotor variable (regres-

sor 4) was an unsigned quantity related to the maximum of the

angular component of velocity (i.e., movement orthogonal to

the line between the rat and the lever; Table S2). The positive

effect of this variable may indicate more firing on trials where

the rat achieved high speed in the angular direction. This is

consistent with the strong positive encoding of overall move-

ment speed (regressor 2).

Notably, the mean angular velocity (Figure 3A, regressor 8), a

vector quantity related to the egocentric direction in which the

rat turned during movement, was not significantly related to

cue-evoked firing. Finally, among the eight precue regressors,

only one was significantly related to cue-evoked firing: the rat’s

proximity to the lever at the time of cue onset (Figure 3B, regres-

sor 9). The average regression estimate was negative, indicating

greater firing on trials that started with the rat near the lever.

We performed additional analyses to confirm and test the

specificity of these results. First, to verify the jointly obtained

GLM estimates, we used a sequential estimation procedure to

find the semipartial correlation coefficients between each vari-

able and firing rate. The results did not differ from the GLM

results in any meaningful way (Table S3). Second, we found

that locomotor and proximity encoding was evident very shortly

after cue onset (50–200 ms) but not prior to cue onset (�1,000

to 0 ms), indicating that movement encoding arose rapidly at

cue onset, at a short enough time scale to influence movement

even on trials with a short locomotor onset latency. Finally, we

repeated the GLM analysis in non-cue-excited neurons and

found little encoding of locomotion or lever proximity. See Sup-

plemental Information for details.

Focused Regression Model

The comprehensive regression model results suggests that the

cue-evoked firing encodes the vigor of locomotion (onset latency

and speed), whereas the lack of significant relationship with

mean angular velocity, which is related to turn direction, sug-

gests no encoding of the direction of locomotion. However,

this hypothesis is only partially tested by the 16-term model

used above because the regressors representing movement

latency and turn direction, chosen based on the PCA/FA results,

are indirect measures that are only correlated with these param-

eters (Table S2). Another potential concern with the 16-term

model is the possibility of overfitting due to the large number of

independent variables relative to the number of trials. Therefore,

to explicitly test the hypothesis that cue-evoked firing encodes

vigor but not turn direction, we employed a focused GLM using
Neuron 78, 910–922, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 913
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Figure 4. Cue-Evoked Firing Encodes

Movement Onset Latency, Movement

Speed, and Proximity to Lever at Cue Onset

(A–D) The distribution of regression estimates in 57

of 58 cue-excited neurons obtained from a GLM

relating firing to locomotion onset latency, average

speed, turn direction, and distance from the lever

at cue onset. Arrows show the median; p values

indicate corrected Wilcoxon rank sum test com-

parison to zero. Dark bars indicate single neurons

with individually significant regression estimates

(p < 0.01, uncorrected). One outlier is not shown in

(A) (114%) and three are not shown in (B) (�67%,

72%, 199%).

(E–G) Comparison of the regression estimates

shown in (A), (B), and (D): locomotor onset latency

versus average speed (E), distance from the

lever versus latency (F), and distance from the

lever versus speed (G). Each dot represents a

single neuron; the best-fit line is shown in black.

Correlation coefficients and p values were calcu-

lated using all of the visible points (n = 54), which

excludes three outliers that otherwise exerted

unduly strong influence. When using all 57 neu-

rons available, the coefficients were latency

versus speed, r = �0.48, p < 0.001; distance

versus locomotor onset latency, r = 0.43, p <

0.001; distance versus average speed, r = �0.53,

p < 0.001.

See also Figures S4 and S6.
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only four regressors: the directmeasurement ofmovement onset

latency; the direct measurement of turn direction, where positive

values indicate turns contralateral to the recorded neuron;

average speed; and proximity to the lever at cue onset, a highly

significant regressor in the first analysis.

We performed the focused GLM on the 57 cue-excited neu-

rons for which sufficient data were available. The results

confirmed that these neurons fired more on trials with short

movement onset latency (Figure 4A), with fast movement speed

(Figure 4B), and that started near the lever (Figure 4D), but

showed no overall firing bias for contralateral or ipsilateral move-

ment direction (Figure 4C). Notably, 11 of 57 cue-excited neu-

rons had individually significant encoding of proximity to the

lever (Figure 4D).

Using these regression estimates, we observed a weak nega-

tive correlation between speed encoding and latency encoding

(Figure 4E); that is, neurons with more firing on trials with fast

speed (positive effect of speed) also tended to show more firing
914 Neuron 78, 910–922, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
on trials with short movement latency

(negative effect of movement onset).

Similarly, there was a positive correlation

between lever distance and movement

latency encoding (Figure 4F) and a nega-

tive correlation between the regression

estimates for distance and movement

speed (Figure 4G). These results suggest

that the strongest encoding of latency,

speed, and distance occurs together in

the same neurons.
Using the results shown in Figure 4 and the reconstructed

locations of the recorded neurons, we observed that lever prox-

imity encoding was greater in medial NAc shell neurons than in

neurons in the core or lateral shell but that speed and latency

encoding did not differ by NAc subregion (Figure S4). Among

cue-excited neurons, we also identified a subset of putative

medium spiny neurons (the output neurons of the NAc) based

on action potential metrics and found locomotor and proximity

encoding that was similar to the encoding exhibited by all cue-

excited neurons (Figure S4).

Quartile Analysis

Finally, we divided trials into groups according to locomotor

onset latency, movement speed, turn direction, and lever prox-

imity, comparing (within each neuron) the average firing for trials

in the topquartile to averagefiring in thebottomquartile of eachof

these fourmeasurements. (This analysis omitted trialswithmove-

ment latency less than 200 ms to minimize the influence of trials

where the rat was already moving.) Consistent with the GLM
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Figure 5. Single-Neuron Example of Movement Latency and Proximity Encoding

(A) Perievent rasters from a single cue-excited NAc neuron. The raster on the left compares trials in the bottom quartile ofmovement latency (short latency) to trials

in the top quartile (long latency). The other rasters compare trials divided according to top and bottom quartiles of average speed, turn direction, and distance

from the lever at cue onset. The vertical line indicates the onset of the DS cue at t = 0; the blue dots indicate locomotor onset time in each trial. For this analysis,

trials with movement onset latency less than 200 ms were excluded.

(B)Perieventhistograms for thesingleneuronshown in (A).Red lines showtheaveragefiring rates fromthe top rasters, andblack linescorrespond tobottomrasters.

(C) Average pericue activity in 58 cue-excited neurons. The y axis indicates the difference between the conditions shown in (A), where positive values indicate

more firing for the condition named in the upper rasters (short, fast, contra, near). The gray area indicates SEM. The gray arrowheads on the x axis indicate the

50–500 ms analysis window used to calculate the data shown in (D).

(D) Average firing in 58 cue-excited neurons within 50–500 ms after cue onset, using the data presented in (C). Error bars indicate SEM. The stars indicate

significant difference between near and far, and between short and long, corrected p < 0.001 by pairedWilcoxon test. In this analysis, no difference was observed

between slow and fast movement speeds, but this was due to the rats’ inability to reach fast speeds when starting close to the lever; see Figure S5.
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results (Figures 3 and 4), we observed significant encoding of

locomotor onset latency and lever proximity and a lack of encod-

ing of turn direction (Figure 5). However, unlike the GLM results,

there was no difference in firing related to average movement

speed. This apparently contradictory finding appears tobedriven

by an underlying correlation between the rat’s starting position in

the chamber and the speed the rat can achieve during locomo-

tion: starting far from the lever allows the rat to reach fast speeds,

but starting close does not. As a result, when trials are divided by

speed (fast and slow), they are also divided by proximity (far and

near, respectively), and the strong encoding of proximity domi-

nates the average firing rates in these two groups of trials (Fig-

ure S5). Note that the GLM results are not susceptible to this

confoundbecause the effects of all variables are estimated jointly

within the same model, producing mutually independent esti-

mates of the relationship between any given variable and firing.

In summary, cue-evoked excitations were consistently greater

on trials with shorter movement latency and faster movement

speed, but these excitations did not encode turn direction.

Cue-evoked excitations were also greater when the rat was

closer to the lever at cue onset, but they did not encode other

variables related to behavior at or before cue onset.

Weak Encoding of Response Vigor in an Inflexible
Approach Task
An intact NAc is essential for performance of flexible approach

behavior in the DS task, but not for performance of similar tasks
that require only inflexible approach actions (Nicola, 2010). This

suggests that the NAc does not contribute to invigoration of

inflexible approach and therefore that NAc neuronal encoding

of vigor parameters such as movement initiation latency may

be much weaker during inflexible approach tasks than in the

DS task. To test this prediction, we took advantage of an

existing data set of 155 NAc neurons recorded during perfor-

mance of a conditional discrimination (CD) task that requires

only inflexible approach; locomotor onset latency and velocity

encoding was not examined in the original study (Taha et al.,

2007). In the CD task, the rat initiates a trial by nose poking

in a central hole, which is flanked by two reward receptacles

(Figure 6A). Then, one of two instructive auditory cues is pre-

sented for a variable duration (<1 s), during which the rat

must remain in the nose poke. The offset of the tone constitutes

the ‘‘go’’ signal, indicating that the rat may exit the nose poke

and retrieve a reward from the receptacle indicated by the

instructive tone (left or right). The CD task is similar to the DS

task in that it allows explicit measurements of cued movement

initiation latency (between tone offset and nose poke exit) and

movement speed (proportional to latency between nose poke

exit and receptacle entry). However, the CD task differs

critically from the DS task in that the approach movements

are inflexible; only stereotyped leftward and rightward actions

are required. Thus, the CD task is ideal for comparison to

the DS task (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for

further details).
Neuron 78, 910–922, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 915
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Figure 6. Minimal Encoding of Movement Initiation Latency in an Inflexible Approach Task

(A) Conditional discrimination (CD) task design. The data in this figure were collected in a previous study (Taha et al., 2007) and reanalyzed here.

(B and C) Perievent rasters and histograms for a single NAc neuron recorded in the CD task comparing firing on trials with short movement onset latency (top

raster, red lines) to those with long movement onset latency (bottom raster, black lines). ‘‘Latency’’ refers to the interval between tone offset and nose poke exit.

The three raster/histogram pairs show firing on the same trials aligned to the onset of the instructive tone (left), the offset of the tone (center), and the onset of

movement (right).

(D) Firing on short-latency trials compared to long-latency trials, averaged across neurons that were excited relative to baseline. The four sets of graphs show

activity in four epochs: after the onset of the tone, for which n = 15 excited neurons were identified, before the offset of the tone (n = 10), after tone offset (n = 16),

and before movement onset (n = 16). D1 shows firing on short- and long-latency trials averaged over a 250 ms window; the p values are from within-neuron

Wilcoxon tests. Error bars indicate SEM. D2 shows the average time course of short- minus long-latency firing in 50ms bins; the gray area indicates SEM, and the

vertical lines indicate the 250 ms window used in D1.

(E) Firing on trials with fast movement speed compared to slow, averaged across the same neurons as shown in (D). The conventions are the same as in (D).
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We examined the encoding of movement onset latency and

speed in the CD task over four 250 ms epochs: just after instruc-

tive tone onset, just before tone offset, just after tone offset, and

just before movement onset (exit from the nose poke). Only cor-

rect trials were analyzed, grouping both left- and right-tone trials

together; as in the DS task, there were approximately 90 correct

trials in each CD task session. The first notable finding was the

relative paucity of excitatory modulation in the CD compared

to the DS task. Whereas in the DS task 58 of 126 neurons met

criteria for significant excitation within 250 ms after DS onset,

in the CD task excitation was detected in only 4 or 5 neurons

(out of 155) in each of the four epochs.

Because very few neurons in the CD task met criteria for

excitation, we used a lower threshold (three consecutive bins
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exceeding a 95% confidence interval) to identify a subset of

weakly excited neurons within each epoch (n = 15 cells excited

after tone onset, n = 10 before tone offset, n = 16 after tone offset,

and n = 16 before movement onset). We used this subset to

assess whether firing was related to movement initiation

latency and movement speed, comparing firing in trials from

the top and bottom quartiles of these two measures as was

done in Figure 5. As shown in an example neuron (Figures 6B

and 6C) and in summary across neurons (Figure 6D), there were

no significant differences in firing between long- and short-

latency trials in any of the epochs (Wilcoxon p > 0.05). Most

notably, firing just after the ‘‘go’’ signal (tone offset) was not

different on short- and long-latency trials (Figure 6D, third col-

umn), in marked contrast to the strong unidirectional relationship
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betweenmovement initiation latency and postcue firing in the DS

task (Figures 3, 4, and 5). There was significantly greater firing in

trials with fast compared to slow movement speeds (latency

between nose poke exit and reward receptacle entry), but only

within the epoch that followed cue offset (Figure 6E). Thus, the

weakly excited neurons in the CD task did not encodemovement

initiation latency but did encode response speed.

To confirm this result and to assess latency and speed encod-

ing in other neurons, we repeated the same analyses shown in

Figure 6 on four different nonexclusive groups of neurons: all

neurons not analyzed in Figure 6 (nonexcited neurons), the

25% of neurons with the largest firing rate decrease in each

epoch (inhibited neurons, n = 38), the 25% of neurons with the

largest firing rate increase in each epoch (without regard to sig-

nificance, n = 38), and all 155 neurons pooled together. There

was no difference in firing between short- and long-latency trials,

or between fast and slowmovement speed trials, at any epoch in

any of these groups of neurons (Wilcoxon p > 0.08; not shown).

Finally, we asked whether NAc neurons encoded the direction

of the upcoming response—contraversive or ipsiversive—and

found on average no significant encoding among the excited

cells in the four epochs (Wilcoxon pR 0.1). This result is consis-

tent with the previously published findings in this data set, which

show �6% of neurons significantly encode upcoming response

direction, but with no overall bias for contraversive or ipsiversive

movement (Taha et al., 2007).

In summary, the encoding of approach vigor was much

weaker, and occurred in fewer neurons in the inflexible approach

CD task than in the flexible approach DS task.

Cue Onset Induces Dynamic Proximity Encoding
in Cue-Excited Neurons
In the DS task, the DS-evoked firing was greater when the animal

was closer to the operant lever at cue onset (Figures 3, 4, and 5).

This apparent proximity signal is intriguing given prior observa-

tions that NAc neurons encode spatial location through ‘‘place

field’’-like activity (e.g., Lavoie and Mizumori, 1994). While it

was not possible to assess place-field-like properties of

DS-evoked firing because of its brief duration, we were able to

assess place-field-like activity of spontaneous firing recorded

in the absence of cues during the ITI. Of 126 NAc neurons, 31

exhibited place-field-like activity during the ITI, whichwe defined

as having four or more adjacent points (23 2 cm squares) where

the firing rate was greater than twice the mean (Figure S6).

Consistent with previous findings in the NAc (German and Fields,

2007; Tabuchi et al., 2000; van der Meer and Redish, 2009), the

preferred locations were biased toward task-relevant locations

(near the reward receptacle and levers).

Interestingly, neurons with place-field-like activity during the

ITI tended not to exhibit cue-evoked excitation. Among 31 neu-

rons with place-field-like activity, only 7 (23%) were also excited

by DS onset, significantly less than the proportion of DS-excited

neurons among non-place-field-like neurons (51/95, 54%,

p = 0.003, Fisher’s exact test). A stricter place-field criterion

of nine adjacent squares (Muller et al., 1987) produced similar

results (not shown). Moreover, of the cue-excited neurons that

most strongly encoded lever proximity (the 28 neurons within

the top half of normalized lever distance regression coefficients
in the GLM used for Figure 4), only 3 (11%) showed place-field-

like activity during the ITI. Over a 1,000 ms window prior to cue

onset, this subgroup did not display significant proximity encod-

ing (mean effect of lever distance�3.3% ± 5.3% change in firing

rate over interdecile range, p = 0.47), nor did the population of

DS-excited neurons as a whole (1.0% ± 3.6%, p = 0.94). There-

fore, the spatially modulated firing observed during the ITI does

not account for the proximity signal encoded by DS-evoked

firing. Instead, this signal is dynamically evoked by the cue in a

population of neurons that does not strongly encode spatial

information before the cue is presented.

Functional Significance of Dynamic Proximity Encoding
How might the proximity signal carried by cue-evoked excita-

tions influence behavior? To address this question, we first noted

that proximity to the lever at DS onset predicted the likelihood of

a subsequent response: the starting proximity to the lever on

trials with a correct response was 16.3 ± 3.9 cm but was

19.6 ± 9.4 cm on trials without a response (significant difference,

p = 0.0003, Wilcoxon test, 75/81 sessions with at least one

no-response trial). The same was true in NS trials: starting prox-

imity was 14.9 ± 5.9 cm on trials with a response and 16.9 ± 4.0

on trials without (p = 0.0003 in 81 sessions). Note that the DSwas

presented for up to 10 s, whereas the rats could typically traverse

the entire chamber in 2 s or less; thus, when starting far from the

lever, the rats were completely capable of executing a response

but did so less frequently.

Close proximity to the lever also predicted a shorter locomotor

onset latency when a response was made (Figures 7A–7C).

The average correlation coefficient between distance from the

lever and locomotor onset latency within each session was

r = 0.082 ± 0.020 (significantly > 0, p = 0.0002; Figure 7C), indi-

cating a shorter latency on trials that start near the lever. This

analysis used all correct DS trials in which the rat was not already

moving at DS onset (movement latency < 100ms). We confirmed

this result using a linear model where latency was regressed

against the eight ‘‘precue’’ variables shown in Figure 3B. The

regression coefficients indicated that on average, an increase

in distance from the lever of 1 cm was associated with a latency

increase of 3.4 ± 1.3ms (p = 0.003,Wilcoxon test), confirming the

positive correlation between distance and latency even after

taking into account the effects of other variables. In contrast to

the effect of proximity, none of the other seven precue variables

showed a consistent relationship with latency (not shown).

Because proximity and movement onset latency are corre-

lated, and both of these variables are correlated with the magni-

tude of cue-evoked excitation (Figure 7D), we investigated the

hypothesis that the proximity-related increase in firing has a

causal influence on the proximity-related decrease in latency.

To test this hypothesis against competing possibilities, we used

path analysis, a form of linear modeling in which the correlations

observed in thedata are explainedbyassuming that a specific set

of causal influences exists among the variables This analysis

alone does not establish causality but identifies which causal

hypotheses (models) are the best fit for the data (see Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures). We fit three different models

for each neuron (illustrated in Figure 7E) and compared their

goodness of fit. All models assumed that proximity, measured
Neuron 78, 910–922, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 917
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Figure 7. Path Analyses of Lever Proximity, Cue-Evoked Firing, and Movement Onset Latency
(A) A map of the behavioral chamber showing the location and movement onset latency (circle size) on correct DS trials from a single session.

(B) Movement onset latency plotted as a function of distance from the active lever (proximity) at cue onset, using the data shown in (A). The half-circles indicate

outlying data points with latencies of 1.91 and 2.85 s. The black line shows the linear fit (including outliers).

(C) The proximity-latency correlation coefficients in 81 sessions. The arrow indicates the median.

(D) The three variables assessed using path analysis: proximity to the lever at cue onset, latency to movement onset, and DS-evoked firing 50–500 ms after cue

onset. The numbers next to the double-headed arrows show the average of the pairwise coefficients of correlation between the variables measured in 58 cue-

excited neurons, using only correct trials with movement onset latency >100 ms.

(E) Three path models were fit to the proximity, latency, and firing data for each cue-excited neuron. The single-headed arrows indicate the causal relationships

assumed in each model, and the numbers in bold indicate the percentage of cue-excited neurons for which that model was the best fit to the data. The small

numbers indicate the average path coefficients (a measure of association) for the best-fitting neurons for each model.

See also Figure S7.
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at themoment of cue onset, influenced the subsequent firing and

locomotor latency. Model 1 assumed that proximity influenced

firing and that firing then influenced locomotor latency. Model 2

assumed that proximity independently influenced both firing

and latency. Model 3 assumed that proximity directly influenced

latency, which then influenced firing—acounterintuitive assump-

tion given that firing typically precedes movement onset, but still

theoretically possible if, for example, cue-evoked firing did not

influence latency but was itself influenced by activity in some

other, unobserved structure that directly sets the latency. This

analysis used only correct DS trials in which the rat was not

already moving at cue onset (movement latency > 100 ms).

The best-fitting model for each of the 58 cue-excited neurons

was considered to be the onewith the smallest Akaike’s informa-

tion criterion, a measure of goodness of fit. Figure 7E shows the

percentage of neurons for which each model was the best fit;

these proportions are significantly different from a uniform distri-

bution (p = 0.02, c2 test). When comparing only two models at a

time, significantly fewer neurons were best fit by model 3 when

compared to model 2 (29% versus 71%; p = 0.002) or when

compared to model 1 (31% versus 69%; p = 0.004). When

model 1 was compared to model 2, there was no significant

difference in the number of best-fitting neurons (60% versus

40% for models 1 and 2, respectively; p = 0.12). We obtained

similar results when considering all correct DS trials and when
918 Neuron 78, 910–922, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
considering only firing measured between 50 and 200 ms after

cue onset (not shown). Using a similar approach, we also deter-

mined that the effect of lever proximity on firing is not likely to be

mediated through other variables that are correlated with prox-

imity, such as head orientation (Figure S7; Supplemental Infor-

mation). Taken together, the strong support for model 1 and

very weak support for model 3 indicate a parsimonious interpre-

tation of our findings: that proximity to the lever drives a shorter

latency to initiate movement by increasing the DS-evoked firing

of NAc neurons.

We also investigated the hypothesis that the proximity signal

contributes in some integral way to the computation of themove-

ment trajectory. To do so, we asked whether the faithful encod-

ing of proximity in single neurons was associated with shorter

path lengths or more efficient locomotor behavior on a trial-by-

trial basis. As detailed in the Supplemental Information, no

such association was found, suggesting that NAc cue-evoked

excitations contribute little to the actual navigational computa-

tions necessary to carry out flexible approach.

DISCUSSION

Stimuli that predict the availability of reward can elicit vigorous

reward-seeking behavior. This sensory-motor transformation

requires that reward-predictive cues activate neurons that
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promote reward seeking and encode the features of the

upcoming movement. Our results identify just such a neural

mechanism in the NAc: a large fraction of neurons (46%) were

excited by a reward-predictive tone, and these neurons encoded

the vigor of the subsequent approach to a locomotor target. They

showed greater firing in response to the tone that predicted

reward compared to a nonpredictive tone, the firing preceded

the initiation of locomotion, and the firing was greater on trials

in which the locomotion began at shorter latency and occurred

at faster speed. Moreover, cue-evoked firing was greater when

the animal was closer to the lever at cue onset, and this proximity

signal appeared to mediate the tendency of the subjects to

initiate locomotion sooner when closer to the lever. These results

strongly suggest that the NAc’s role in invigoration of cued

reward seeking (Cardinal et al., 2002) is due to cue-evoked, pre-

motor firing that promotes the initiation of a short-latency

approach response.

Previous behavioral studies lend strong support to this conclu-

sion. Disruption of dopamine transmission in the NAc profoundly

impairs performance on this task, a deficit that is directly attribut-

able to a slowed latency to initiate locomotion toward the goal

(Nicola, 2010). Furthermore, inactivation of the VTA (which inner-

vates the NAc with dopamine-containing axons) selectively

eliminates the cue-evoked firing of NAc neurons in similar tasks

(Cacciapaglia et al., 2011; Yun et al., 2004). It is therefore

apparent that the NAc neuronal activity that requires dopamine

(cue-evoked excitation) robustly encodes the feature of locomo-

tion (latency to initiate) that is most severely impaired when NAc

dopamine function is disrupted. The most parsimonious inter-

pretation is that the neural correlates of locomotor invigoration

we observed in this study are not mere correlations but directly

promote vigorous reward seeking.

An alternative interpretation is that locomotor behavior and

NAc neuronal activity may have been jointly influenced by moti-

vation, attention, or some other factor that fluctuated throughout

the task. However, we measured several variables related to the

rat’s behavior and motivational state at and prior to the time of

cue onset (precue variables), and only one of these was consis-

tently correlated with neural activity: the proximity to the lever at

time of cue onset. Critically, even when the effects of all of these

precue variables were accounted for, we still observed a strong

correlation between neural activity and the onset latency and

speed of locomotion (Figure 3). Thus, if there were some under-

lying factor that influenced both locomotor behavior and NAc

neural activity to produce a spurious correlation between them,

it would have to be unrelated to the rat’s locomotion and orien-

tation at cue onset, unrelated to the level of motor activity during

the ITI, and unrelated to the time elapsed since the previous

reward or operant event. Because at least some of these vari-

ables should have been influenced by motivational or attentional

state, we think it is unlikely that the neural correlates of locomotor

vigor that we observed are attributable to trial-by-trial changes in

these factors.

NAc Cue-Evoked Firing in Flexible and Inflexible
Approach
The cue-evoked firing of NAc neurons was substantially greater

for the reward-predictive DS than for the neutral NS. This differ-
ence occurred prior to movement onset in the majority of trials

and therefore did not reflect ongoing differences in behavior eli-

cited by the cues. Instead, the firing difference is likely due to

afferent inputs that encode the reward value predicted by the

cue, such as from dopamine neurons (Day et al., 2007) and

the amygdala (Paton et al., 2006; Schoenbaum et al., 1998);

consistent with this idea, inactivation of either of these inputs

eliminates NAc DS-evoked firing (Ambroggi et al., 2008; Caccia-

paglia et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2010; Yun et al., 2004). What-

ever its origin, our results demonstrate that the value signal is

transformed by NAc neurons such that their value-influenced

firing is closely related to, and potentially sets, the vigor of the

subsequent action.

These findings appear at odds with observations that pharma-

cological manipulations or lesions of the NAc only minimally

affected movement latency and speed in reaction time tasks

(Amalric and Koob, 1987; Brown and Bowman, 1995; Giertler

et al., 2004) and that NAc cue-evoked firing did not covary with

these measures of vigor (Goldstein et al., 2012). The most likely

explanation is that flexible approach was required in the DS task

but not in these other paradigms. Locomotor approach is flexible

in the DS task because a new path must be computed on every

trial, but it is inflexible in the reaction time tasks and in Goldstein

et al. (2012) because the start and end locations are fixed across

trials, so that animals can reliably obtain reward using stereo-

typed approach trajectories. NAc dopamine receptor activation

is required for flexible but not inflexible approach (Nicola,

2010). Consistent with this observation, movement initiation

latency was strongly encoded prior to movement onset in the

DS task but was not encoded by NAc neurons during an inflex-

ible approach analog of the DS task. Furthermore, although the

speed of the upcoming inflexible approach movement was

encoded by some neurons during the inflexible approach task,

this encoding was much weaker than in the DS task. This weak

or nonexistent encoding of vigor-related parameters during

inflexible approach powerfully explains why NAc manipulations

have little effect on behavioral vigor during such tasks. Intrigu-

ingly, the speed of neither flexible nor inflexible approach move-

ments was affected by dopamine antagonist injection in the NAc,

whereas the latency to initiate flexible but not inflexible approach

movements was prolonged (Nicola, 2010). This result suggests

that during flexible approach tasks, neural signals that encode

latency causally influence the latency to initiate movement,

whereas speed encoding may be no more than correlative in

both flexible and inflexible approach tasks.

Previous studies found that NAc neurons encode the direction

of futuremovement (Ito andDoya, 2009; Kim et al., 2009; Roesch

et al., 2009; Taha et al., 2007). Although these observations

appear to conflict with the absence of egocentric turn direction

encoding in our results, the movement direction encoding iden-

tified in prior studies was composed of differences in firing when

the animal moved toward different targets. Because there was

only one defined movement target in the DS task, we cannot

determine whether movement direction was encoded in a similar

way. Notably, however, in the previous studies there was roughly

equal representation of contraversive and ipsiversive response

directions, consistent with our observation of an absence of an

overall bias toward one egocentric direction.
Neuron 78, 910–922, June 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 919
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Proximity Encoding in NAc Neurons
In addition to signaling the vigor of upcoming flexible approach

movements, NAc cue-evoked excitations strongly encoded the

proximity of the subject to the lever at cue onset, with greater

firing typically occurring closer to the lever. These results raise

the question of what information is carried by the proximity

signal. Importantly, the nature of multiple regression analysis

ensures that the relationship between proximity and firing is

independent of any influence of other variables in the model on

firing. Thus, our analyses exclude the possibility that proximity

encoding is an artifact arising from the encoding of variables

such as speed of movement or movement efficiency. Neverthe-

less, our results do not rule out the possibility that what appears

to be simple encoding of distance to the lever is, in fact, encod-

ing of information derived from distance, such as expected time

to reward or expected effort required to obtain reward. Because

in our paradigm any such related variables are, by definition,

based on information about the proximity of the subject to the

lever, we use ‘‘proximity’’ as a parsimonious description of this

encoding.

The most likely source of proximity information is the direct

glutamatergic projection to the NAc from the ventral hippocam-

pal formation (Humphries and Prescott, 2010)—a projection that

may be required for flexible approach navigation as suggested

by behavioral (Floresco et al., 1997) and electrophysiological

studies (Lansink et al., 2009, 2012; Mulder et al., 2004; Tabuchi

et al., 2000; van der Meer et al., 2010). These afferents converge

with those from the amygdala in single NAc medium spiny neu-

rons (French and Totterdell, 2003; O’Donnell and Grace, 1995);

the multimodal nature of cue-evoked firing in the NAc, reflecting

both movement target proximity and the reward associations

of discrete sensory stimuli, may be due to these converging

inputs.

Reward-centric spatial signals in NAc neurons have been

observed previously (German and Fields, 2007; Lansink et al.,

2009; Lavoie and Mizumori, 1994; Mulder et al., 2004; Tabuchi

et al., 2000; van der Meer and Redish, 2009), although these

studies have not typically investigated encoding of spatial infor-

mation within cue-evoked NAc neuronal responses. We find that

largely different populations of neurons showed spatially tuned

firing during the ITI versus during cue-evoked neural activity,

consistent with the recently reported dynamic encoding of

spatial information by NAc neurons (Lansink et al., 2012). More-

over, our results provide suggestive evidence for a functional

role of this encoding. Animals tended to initiate approach to

the lever with faster latency when they were closer to the lever

at cue onset, and the best-fitting explanatory model for many

neurons was one in which the effects of proximity on latency

were mediated through cue-evoked encoding of proximity.

Thus, encoding of proximity may be similar to encoding of

cues (DS versus NS) in that greater firing occurs when sensory

information indicates that reward is more imminent, and this

greater firing is followed by more vigorous flexible approach

responses.

Model for the Functional Role of NAc Cue-Evoked Firing
Taken together, our results establish a simple model for the

behavioral role of cue-evoked firing in the NAc. Firing is influ-
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enced by how strongly reward is predicted, whether the estimate

of this variable comes from the associations between auditory

cues and outcomes (DS and NS) or from the subject’s proximity

to the location associated with reward; firingmay also be subject

to other reward-related factors not tested in our study, such as

visual cues or internal timing mechanisms that predict reward

availability. The greater this firing, the sooner the rat initiates flex-

ible locomotor approach to obtain reward. Because the firing

does not carry information related to the specifics of movement

(e.g., turn direction, path efficiency), it is unlikely to directly influ-

ence the computation and selection of the specific actions that

comprise the flexible approach movement. Instead, we propose

that the firing activates these computations in downstream

structures or gates their ability to control the muscles.

This model contrasts with prior proposals that spatial signals

from the hippocampus could influence moment-by-moment

action decisions in NAc neurons, which integrate the spatial sig-

nals with value prediction to promote the actions most likely to

result in reward (Burgess et al., 1994; Poucet et al., 2004; Redish

and Touretzky, 1997; Sharp et al., 1996). These models predict

that NAc neurons should encode the direction of upcoming

movements on an ongoing basis during locomotion. However,

our current findings differ from these predictions in that the

cue-evoked firing (and thus locomotor encoding) arose well

before the onset of movement and in that there was no consis-

tent encoding of egocentric movement direction. Nevertheless,

our results do not rule out a role for this excitation in the selection,

within an allocentric reference frame, of the target location to

approach (the ‘‘target selection hypothesis’’). Specifically, the

firing of individual NAc neurons could encode the value expected

at a particular target location, and this signal could not only pro-

mote more vigorous approach but also bias the animal toward

choosing that particular target.

In support of the target selection hypothesis, inactivation of

the NAc biased target selection toward less effortful options in

a task in which rats chose between different flexible approach

targets (Ghods-Sharifi and Floresco, 2010). Furthermore,

NAc reward-encoding neurons showed transient, anticipatory

encoding of a rewarded location when a high-risk locomotor

choice was required (van der Meer and Redish, 2009). On the

other hand, the value of prospective actions was not strongly

encoded by NAc neurons (Ito and Doya, 2009; Kim et al., 2009;

Roesch et al., 2009). However, subjects in these studies chose

between inflexible approach action sequences, raising the pos-

sibility that the value expected at a flexible approach target may

be more strongly encoded by NAc neurons than the value of

inflexible approach actions. Further investigation of tasks with

multiple flexible approach targets and reward values, using

both electrophysiology and pharmacological manipulation of

the NAc, is required to test the target selection hypothesis.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All procedures were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of

Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved

by the Albert Einstein College of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee. This section describes methods pertaining to the DS task; condi-

tional discrimination (CD) task methods are described in Taha et al. (2007) and

the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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Behavior

Rats moving freely within a behavioral chamber (40 3 40 cm) were trained to

associate a particular auditory tone (DS) with the availability of a liquid sucrose

reward (Ambroggi et al., 2008; Nicola, 2010). To obtain the reward, the rats had

to approach and press an operant lever and then retrieve the reward from a

nearby receptacle. Presentations of a distinct non-reward-predictive tone

(NS) were randomly interleaved with DS tone presentations. The intertrial inter-

val between cue presentations (ITI) was exponentially distributed, approxi-

mating a constant probability of cue onset at all times, with an average ITI of

30 s. The behavioral chamber contained two levers, but throughout training

and recording only one of these was designated as ‘‘active’’ (see Figures 1A

and 1B).

Neural and Video Data Recording

After training, the NAc was bilaterally implanted with drivable arrays of micro-

electrode wires (du Hoffmann et al., 2011). After recovery, extracellular activity

from single NAc neurons was recorded from the arrays during task perfor-

mance. Only one session from each neuron was used in the data set. Concur-

rent with neural data recording, the rat’s head position and orientation were

measured using an overhead camera and computerized tracking system

(PlexonCineplex; 30 frames/s, 1.5mmspatial resolution; Supplemental Exper-

imental Procedures describes video preprocessing). A typical behavioral

session was 2 hr in duration, with approximately 100 DS and 100 NS cues

presented. Ten rats were trained and implanted with electrode arrays, and

nine of these rats contributed neural data.

Measurement of Locomotion Onset Latency and Other Features

of Locomotor Behavior

For every trial in which the rat made a lever press response, we determined the

onset time of locomotion and measured several features of movement

following locomotor onset. The first step was calculation of the ‘‘locomotor

index,’’ a temporally and spatially smoothed representation of speed (Drai

et al., 2000; Nicola, 2010). For every video frame at a time point t, we found

the mean position of the rat ½x; y� over the nine video frames that spanned t,

[t � 4 . t + 4]. The locomotor index (LI) at time t was then defined as:

LIt =SDðdt�4;.dt ;.dt + 4Þ; (Equation 1)

where SD() is the standard deviation function and dn is the distance between

the position at video frame n and the mean position ½x; y�. Thus, the locomotor

index at t represents the spatial spread of position over t ± 4 video frames

(300 ms) in units of centimeters per second.

Locomotion onset after cue presentation was defined as the first video

frame in which the rat’s locomotor index exceeded a specific threshold value;

this threshold was determined individually for each behavioral session based

on the distribution of locomotor activity throughout task performance during

that session (Drai et al., 2000; Nicola, 2010) (see Supplemental Experimental

Procedures; Figure S1).

Other variables describing locomotor behavior following cue onset were

typically measured between the time of locomotion onset and the end of the

trial, defined as the first lever press or receptacle entry after cue onset. These

are shown in Table S1; measures of radial and angular velocity (rows 11–19)

were calculated by setting the location of the active lever as the reference point

and then decomposing the velocity into the radial component (direction of

approach or retreat) and angular component (perpendicular to radial).

Among the variables in Table S1, we selected a subset for use as regressors

in a comprehensive linear model (Figure 3) relating locomotion to neural activ-

ity; Table S2 shows the results of the principal components analysis and factor

analysis procedure (PCA/FA) used to select these regressors (see Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures). For follow-up analyses (Figures 4 and 5),

turn direction was calculated by finding the change in head orientation (in

degrees) between the time of cue onset and the time of maximum speed;

this signed vector quantity was coded as positive for the direction contralateral

to the recorded neuron and as negative for the ipsilateral direction.

Neural Data Analysis

For the DS task, neurons excited by the onset of DS presentation (‘‘cue-

excited neurons’’) were identified by three or more consecutive 10 ms bins
within the interval of 50–500 ms after DS onset in which the firing rate

exceeded a 99.9% confidence interval; the confidence interval was based

on firing rate from 1,000 to 0 ms prior to cue onset, under the assumption

that firing followed a Poisson distribution. The first of the three ormore consec-

utive bins after cue onset that exceeded the confidence interval was consid-

ered to be the onset of the excitatory response. We identified 58 cue-excited

neurons; for all of these neurons, the criteria for excitation were met within the

first 220 ms of the cue-evoked response.

The relationship between DS-evoked firing and reward-seeking locomotor

behavior was analyzed using a GLM:

lnðYÞ=b0 + b1x1 + b2x2.+ ε; (Equation 2)

where x1 . xn are independent variables (regressors) such as movement

speed, b0 . bn are the regression coefficients resulting from the model fit,

ε is the residual (error) term, and Y is cue-evoked spike count (the response

variable). (Note that the natural log transform refers to the fitted model, not a

transformation applied to the actual data.) This form of GLM assumes that

the response variable follows either a Poisson or negative binomial distribu-

tion, which are count-based distributions appropriate for data that take on

discrete values (e.g., number of spikes) (Venables and Ripley, 2002). In prelim-

inary analyses, we found that in 64% of neurons, postcue spike counts were

better fit by either a negative binomial distribution or a Poisson distribution

than by a normal distribution (not shown). During the GLM fitting procedure,

the best-fitting distribution (Poisson or negative binomial) was selected for

each neuron as the basis for the linear model. To assure that the regression

models used did not produce spurious results due to excessive multicollinear-

ity among the independent variables, we constructed a correlation matrix (Fig-

ure S3) and used these values to compute an index of multicollinearity for each

variable, the squaredmultiple correlation (SMC). The largest average SMCwas

for lever proximity at cue onset (0.81), which is well below a conservative

threshold (0.9) for concern about the potential impact of multicollinearity on

the model fits.

To facilitate comparison between the regression estimates, they were

scaled and converted to the estimated percentage change in firing

rate over the interdecile range of each regressor, using the following

formula:

Percentage Change=
�
ebA�IDRA � 1

� � 100%; (Equation 3)

where bA is the regression estimate for the locomotor variable A and IDRA is

the interdecile range of that variable (the difference between the 90th and

10th percentiles). Path analysis (Figures 7D and 7E) was performed using

the R Structural Equation Models package.

Bar graphs show the mean, with error bars showing the SEM. Unless other-

wise indicated, all statistical comparisons used Wilcoxon rank sum tests,

within-neuron when appropriate. Differences in proportions were assessed

using Fisher’s exact test for count data. Unless otherwise noted, p values

were corrected using Holm’s modified Bonferroni correction.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes seven figures, three tables, and Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2013.04.010.
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